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iOS 7 in ActionManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		iOS 7 in Action is a detailed, hands-on guide that teaches you how to create amazing native iOS apps. You'll dive into key topics by exploring thoroughly explained real-world code examples you can expand and reuse. Learn about Collection Views, Storyboarding, Twitter & Facebook Integration,...
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D3.js in ActionManning Publications, 2015

	
		Summary

	
		D3.js in Action is a practical tutorial for creating interactive graphics and data-driven applications using D3.js. You'll start with in-depth explanations of D3's out-of-the-box layouts, along with dozens of practical use cases that align with different types of visualizations. Then,...
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JavaScript Application Design: A Build First ApproachManning Publications, 2015

	
		Summary

	
		JavaScript Application Design: A Build First Approach introduces JavaScript developers to techniques that will improve the quality of their software as well as their web development workflow. You'll begin by learning how to establish build processes that are appropriate for JavaScript-driven...
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CMIS and Apache Chemistry in ActionManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		CMIS and Apache Chemistry in Action is a comprehensive guide to the CMIS standard and related ECM concepts, written by the authors of the standard. In it, you'll tackle hands-on examples for building applications on CMIS repositories from both the client and the server sides. You'll learn...
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Taming Text: How to Find, Organize, and Manipulate ItManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		Taming Text, winner of the 2013 Jolt Awards for Productivity, is a hands-on, example-driven guide to working with unstructured text in the context of real-world applications. This book explores how to automatically organize text using approaches such as full-text search, proper name recognition,...
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MacRuby in ActionManning Publications, 2012

	For developers who have learned the elegant and highly productive Ruby language, it can be a real drag to switch back to a traditional static programming tool like Objective-C. MacRuby, a Ruby 1.9 implementation that sits directly on the Mac OS X core, gives Rubyists the potential to code Cocoa apps without sacrificing the language features...
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Go in ActionManning Publications, 2015

	
		Summary

	
		Go in Action introduces the Go language, guiding you from inquisitive developer to Go guru. The book begins by introducing the unique features and concepts of Go. Then, you'll get hands-on experience writing real-world applications including websites and network servers, as well as techniques to...
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Mesos in ActionManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Mesos in Action introduces readers to the Apache Mesos cluster manager and the concept of application-centric infrastructure. Filled with helpful figures and hands-on instructions, this book guides you from your first steps creating a highly-available Mesos cluster through deploying applications in...
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Go Web ProgrammingManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Go Web Programming teaches you how to build scalable, high-performance web applications in Go using modern design principles.

	
		Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

	
		About the Technology

	...
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Docker in PracticeManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		An open source container system, Docker makes deploying applications painless and flexible. Docker is powerful and simple to use, and it makes life easier for developers and administrators alike providing shorter build times, fewer production bugs, and effortless application roll-out.

	
		About...
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Go in Practice: Includes 70 TechniquesManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Go in Practice guides you through 70 real-world techniques in key areas like package management, microservice communication, and more. Following a cookbook-style Problem/Solution/Discussion format, this practical handbook builds on the foundational concepts of the Go language and introduces specific...
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The Art of Unit Testing: with examples in C#Manning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		The Art of Unit Testing, Second Edition guides you step by step from writing your first simple tests to developing robust test sets that are maintainable, readable, and trustworthy. You'll master the foundational ideas and quickly move to high-value subjects like mocks, stubs, and isolation,...
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